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RealBristle™ Brushes
Real Hard Media

(30)

New Markers Category

(10)

Divine Proportion
Layout grid tool
Smart stroke painting
Photo-Painting palettes
Temporal palettes
Sketch Pad palette
Layers functionality

Limited functionality

Quick Clone
Auto-Paint photos
Dodge and Burn
Brush Creator
Color Management
Save color profiles per document
Color profile recognition from Photoshop® files
Universal Mixer palette
Resizable Color palette
Resizable Universal Mixer palette
Arrow Key Color Adjustment
Lasso tool
Polygonal Lasso tool
Marquee tool
Magic Wand
Transformation tool
Switch transform modes from a central location
Transform complete or selected contents of a layer
Rotate canvas

NEW
Improved
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Customizable UI
Workspace manager
Scripting
Multi-Core support

During
Transformations

Import image as page
email image function
PNG support
ColorSync™ Support
Microsoft® ICM Support
Windows® Vista®, XP
Intel Mac Universal Binary
Mac® OS 10.5, 10.4
Mac® OS 10.3
Adobe® Photoshop® support
Wacom® tablet support
Brush tracking
Total Brushes

873

833

11

95

76
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Corel® Painter™ 11 is the ultimate art studio for anyone ready to expand their definition of creativity.
Work with the most advanced digital painting and natural media tools available to create the art you’ve
always envisioned. Pressure-sensitive brushes, inventive drawing tools and customizable media let you
create distinct digital and photographic art. Painter is changing what’s possible in art.

Corel® Painter™ Sketch Pad is your first step in creating digital art. This focused sketching software helps
you quickly get ideas out of your head and onto the page. Designed to work with a pen and drawing tablet,
Sketch Pad recreates the natural feeling of sketching by hand. Let your ideas unfold.

Corel® Painter™ Essentials 4 is the simple-to-use home art studio that makes it easy for you to draw, paint
or turn your photos into paintings. Based on the world's most powerful painting and illustration software,
Corel Painter, it’s the ideal way to get started with digital art!
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